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Israeli H-bomb aimed at the EMS 
London counters new monetary system with promises of war 

With the Jan. 1 deadline for the activation of the Euro

pean Monetary System but six weeks away, the City of 

London has activated its last reserve options for an 

eleventh hour sabotage of the EMS. 

In order to engender a new Cuban missile crisis
style thermonuclear showdown between the United 

States and the Soviet Union in the coming weeks, 

Great Britain has activated the ultimate threat - an 

Israeli nuclear strike destroying Persian Gulf oil 

supplies. 

This nuclear strike threat is the unspoken but speci

fic content behind the flood of well-publicized state

ments issued by official and unofficial representatives 
of the Royal Institute of International Affairs in the 

last week that the EMS is a "war issue." 

Israel's nuclear capability and intent are neither 

fiction nor bluff. Yet Israel's possession of atomic 
weapons, while true, is in itself only a cover story. 

What we begin to expose in the following report, and 
will show in greater detail in our next issue, is the body 

of evidence proving two interrelated and crucial facts. 
First, Israel's actual nuclear strike capability is an 

H-bomb capability. Second, Israel got the H-bomb 
through a high-level British-Israeli intelligence spy 

ring that was and is still functioning in the United 

States. 

In good late 1940s prose; "Israel stole the secrets of 
the Bomb from us." 

The key to Britain's plan to employ the "Israeli 
card" is the current well-advanced process in the 

Carter Administration, through which the U.S. is 

being propelled, through the efforts of British agents 
of influence who control the National Security Council, 

into a face-down against the Soviet Union. The latest 

White House-Administration policy decisions, and 
press signals now reaching avalanche proportions, 

provide more than ample documentation that the U.S. 
ship of state is being steered by Brzezinski, Kissinger, 

and Schlesinger perilously close to a thermonuclear 
waterfall. A series of White House decisions which in 

sum mean that a crisis-threatening rearmament drive 

is already underway, and sudden press warnings of a 
new Cuban missile crisis, form an unmistakable 

pattern. 
Several high-level British-Zionist spokesmen have 

privately remal'ked of late that "we are prepared to 

risk World War III" to sabotage the EMS. It is clear 

from recent events that they are deadly serious. 
The following report bares the H-bomb scandal, 

then looks behind it: at Carter's war-austerity budget, 

the EMS's latest affront to London, Europe's reply to 

U.S. confrontationism, and the war drive in the 
Mideast. 

1. How U.S. traitors 

gave Israel the H-bomb 
Like most major intelligence discoveries, this story 
began with what seemed to be the tail of a mouse, and 
ended up hauling in an elephant. A team of U.S. Labor 

Party investigators, tracking a group of sleazy 

individuals who used their credentials in the Zionist 

lobby to set up a phony front organization to promote 

fusion energy, have uncovered the spy scandal of the 

century. 

What we are previewing here is the astonishing 

dossier of the nest of traitors who stole America's 

most fundamental atomic secrets, and gave Israel the 
capability to manufacture hydrogen bombs. The spy 

nest centers around the "Nuclear Club of Wall 
Street," a "covert" organization by description of its 

own members. Operating under the cover of partner

ships in Wall Street brokerage firms, executive 

positions in industrial companies, and hole-in-the-wall 
"scientific" firms scattered through the New York 

Metropolitan area, members of the Nuclear Club of 
Wall Street are the core of the atom spy network of 

Israel's foreign secret intelligence, the Mossad. 

These men are the most dangerous traitors in 
circulation now in the United States. Through their 

efforts, Israel has the means to provoke a third World 

War and destroy the United States. 
To squelch any frenzied action by the Israelis, 

namely starting a nuclear war, the U.S. Labor Party 
executive has issued a call for minimum measures for 

world security: that the Soviet government insist that 

a nonnegotiable feature of the current round of 

Strategic Arms Limitation Talks be the immediate 
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